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Teaching
Philosophy
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Design is situated at the intersection of creative and technical practice. If we omit
one of the latter two, we drift closer to either art or engineering /manufacturing.
Innovation and growth in design happens in a sweet spot between openness to
alternatives, and awareness of natural/constructed constraints. For that reason,
each class - based on it’s learning outcomes - will require both the exercise of
technical skill/knowledge, and intentional breaking, bending or blending of rules
and assumptions. Each student will need encouragement and attention at different
stages of that interplay between constraining and freeing the mind.
When the technical teaching material (like teaching coding or circuits) starts
seeming complicated or intimidating, I like to bring humor and lightheartedness
to soften the seriousness. In my experience fear of failure can paralyse confidence
and trusting our judgement. But when humor is acceptable, we can be self-forgiving
and laugh about our mistakes. We need to accept that we make them and move on.
I make sure students have enough resources and support, so that failing does not
come at a financial cost or time-commitment they cannot afford.
Learning is maximized when two prerequisites are met: the learner is engaged, and
the material is presented in it’s most digestible and appropriate forms.
Engagement taps into alertness and attention; the best moments for delivering
inspiration or critical information. There are many specifics I’ve forgotten from my
high-school and undergraduate, but what I have kept are vivid classroom moments
and the curiosity, excitement and sense of awe they brought. My highschool physics
teacher gave us stopwatches and made us carry bricks up and down the stairs, to
later explain to us the difference between “work” and “power” in physics. There was
nothing comfortable about the discomfort of sweating for science. But we welcomed
the explanations that followed with an open mind and a stimulated circulatory
system.
Learning new content should be easy and rewarding. Embodied learning is powerful
because it taps into kinesthetic intuition and gives agency to the student. We may
have learning preferences - visual, auditory, writing, kinesthetic… - and I try to
make learning as multi-modal as possible. That way, students can choose what kind
of mental scaffolding the new ideas can rely on. For more theoretical or technical
material, computer technology and the internet are a major facilitator. The media
of teaching evolved from the static white board into moving images and video.
For example, we could use a multi-meter to gauge the voltage and current that are
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otherwise invisible. But one can also rely on a mental model of electrons as “thirsty
hikers” that start their journey at the battery, backpack full of water, and have to
consume their supply every-time they encounter resistance on their path. On a
junction, they split based on how hard each track is, but eventually they end in the
same place: at the end of the battery - ground - where they rest, refuel and restart
their journey.
Before we begin covering any practice or field of knowledge, I want my students to
know that they can at any time, re-learn. The fact there is always a website, public
library, or person they can consult, frees a fair-share of mental space to zoom onto
the essential learning experiences. The will comes first, and the books follow. I like
to compile the definitions of technical jargon and any instructions on a document
I share with students. This is the equivalent of a “formula sheet”, or “cheat sheet”
that removes the burden of memorizing so that we can divert attention onto putting
knowledge into action. The memories will form over time and practice. Burdening
beginners with contextually void information is counter-productive. Their working
memory shouldn’t be cluttered. The context comes first, then the information falls
in place.
On a similar note, I want students to find comfort in the ways they like to learn or
experiment. Conventional note-taking is not for everyone; I have benefited greatly
from encoding concepts and knowledge in the form of doodles, visual symbols or
mental-models that I can always refer to. The best note-taking assignments I have
been given were the ones where I was free to choose the format. At the beginning,
the assignments act as an extrinsic motivation for note-taking, but once the
frequency sets a habit, it becomes intrinsically rewarding to decide for oneself the
best ways to encode knowledge for our future selves.
Similarly, creative experimentation in design can take different forms. It
matters most that each individual student is taking a step outside their comfort
zone when it comes to methods of creativity, to avoid premature tendencies for the
method/medium becoming the message.
Beginners can benefit from seeing a variety of exemplary work that is creative
and well-made. To inspire and provide a reference of technical execution that they
will meet along the way. When teaching physical computing, I show examples that
employed the outcomes of the workshop to immediately provide the practicality
of what they are about to build. For example, If students are taking a workshop
on motors, I’ll show Zimoun’s sound sculptures which despite using simple
mechanisms, achieves museum-worthy immersive experiences. After the hands-on
session, I show how motors of varying scales and properties are used in technology
that exists around them (washing machines, playstation controllers, hair dryers) to
anchor the practicality of what they just learnt.

Inclusivity
Statement
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Inclusion is, beyond the passive acceptance of the value of diversity, an active effort to
make sure everyone is heard and understood. The years of undergraduate education
may provide the socio-cultural backdrop for a life-time. Whenever possible, I use
accessible language and vocabulary. I will encourage and make it clear for students
they can reach out about mental health, and any discrimination based on race,
ethnicity, gender or sex.
I believe it would be valuable to share my story about a series of
circumstances, decisions and opportunities, because they shape my understanding
and valuing of diversity and the role of empathy.
I left Lebanon with my family in 2006 and moved to Qatar, where my father
had already been working. My siblings and I moved school a couple times; from the
Lebanese school to a French school, then to an International School. Every school
had a different student community, of varying socio-economic backgrounds and
value systems, but the international school had incredible diversity. Everyone at the
school (teachers, administration) put diversity as a central pillar of education there.
Academically too, they offered a curriculum (International Baccalaureate) that was
very nuanced when it came to case studies in the humanities (History, Geography)
and critical thinking (Theory of knowledge). My high-school friends are from Sri
Lanka, Brazil, Malaysia, Spain, UK, and many other countries.
For my undergraduate degree, I chose to attend NYU Abu Dhabi, over
accepting a safer choice of attending one of the reputable engineering schools
in the United Kingdom. NYUAD was a young, bold experiment that promised a
quality education, global student body, intimate class sizes, and semesters abroad.
My graduating class spoke more than 65 languages, and came from 79 different
countries.The size of my graduating class was 263. I met students from countries
I hadn’t known existed, and we lived, studied, played, laughed and ate together. At
NYUAD we had to outgrow our identities the day we met each other, because there
was no longer a least common denominator besides our humanity and the vision of
the community we were joining and building. I consider it to have been an incredible
opportunity and privilege to have shared these formative years of my life navigating
and negotiating my identity and role in the world. I also had the chance to spend
a year abroad in NYU New York, and two “January Terms” (a month long wintersemester) in Berlin and Shanghai, which were deep dives into localities that were
welcoming and eye opening.
From my experience, there are subtle pressures and hard decisions that
international or marginalized students feel in a classroom, like the balance between
assimilation versus differentiating oneself, the hard choice between staying quiet or
voicing concerns about socio-cultural or aesthetic assumptions no one talks about,
colonial histories, etc. As a teacher, my role in those situations is creating space for
discussions and mediation. I think responsible industrial design needs healthy levels
of skepticism and historical context. When syllabi allow it, I like to introduce critical,
discursive and speculative design as tools they can employ to decolonise, critique and
articulate assumptions.

Course
Descriptions
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Hacking the Smart Home
Emerging technologies have brought the idea of smart homes from sci-fi to real life. We can see all
kinds of smart products: floor cleaning robots, intelligent gateways, smart speakers, smart trash
cans, etc. Societies are fascinated by the smart future, is it a shallow fixation? What is a smart
object? What needs to be smart? Is smart = high-tech? How has the tech industry limited our
imagination and agency over “smart” things?
These questions will be on our minds as we define our own definitions of smart, and build
our own smart piece. The class will be divided into 3 stages:
The first stage is to learn and understand circuits and sensors. The skills we will learn include
circuits wiring, soldering, documentation, Arduino programming, and some basic mechanisms to
realize movement.
In the second stage, we will learn about and discuss D.I.Y. repair or hacking movements
around the world (Jugaad, Gambiarri…) and exercise critical and speculative design as an
imaginative tool to offer alternatives to the objects, tools and rituals at home.
By the third stage, our fundamental understanding of electronics and our reflections on the
concept “smart” will allow us to hack an object or activity from/for the home and students will
have time to work on a final project of choice.
From this course, we will get comfortable and confident designing and rapid prototyping
with electronics. We will also get an overview on the concept of “smart”. Students should have
their own laptop or computer for this (as long as it can run the Arduino IDE, it does not have to be
powerful). The starter kit components are common and could either be provided in advance, or
listed for students to source from local suppliers, for remote workshops and individual use. No
previous programming experience is required.

Estimated Materials Cost: $120.00
Capacity: 8 - 12.

Design Futuring
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There are current ways of functioning that are incompatible moving forward; whether it’s social,
technological, environmental or political. Designers, scientists, technologists or policy makers
could all be engaging in public (or at least private) discourse over the potential emerging impacts
of their work; yet most do not. The methods of Critical and Speculative design we will learn
employs prototyping, story-telling and multimedia to vividly render versions of futures that fall
outside the public imagination: Utopias/dystopias to inspire/warn us of desirable/unintended
futures in any of the said categories. Designers have a skillset that is broad enough to address both
substance (research, arguments, story) and form (prototypes, written and visual communication)
and can help in clearly communicating visions of uncertain futures from any other field.
The course will begin with introducing examples of speculative and critical design projects, as
well as readings regarding the definitions and critique of the practice itself. We will briefly learn
about Systems Thinking and some of it’s tools (like the Iceberg model) to dilate our vision and
discover blind spots. As we each individually choose topics of interest, we will identify the relevant
systems and forces at work, and brainstorm using a suite of Speculative Design methods (such
as the Futures Cone) practitioners from the field have developed and generously shared. Finally,
we will revisit and examine examples for inspiration, as we set plans to prototype, document and
potentially film and edit our own. We will have an online or in-person exhibit of our work to bring
forth our findings, opinions and artefacts from futures we wish to see, or avoid.

Estimated cost per student: 50$
Capacity: 12 students.
Sophomores through graduates

Inventive Musical Instruments
Music has expanded into more genres and subgenres than ever before. This evolution is the
product of a partnership between artistic exploration and new technologies. The goal of this
class is to explore, through experimentation, ways of making musical/sonic objects, instruments,
sculptures that propose new ways of experiencing or exploring musical expression. Musical
instruments evolved slowly over the centuries in many localities around the world, mutating as
they travelled through time and space, In the 21st century, there are more tools for designers and
makers than ever; from conventional wood working to 3D printing.
Music is a vast area, but we will approach the essentials with a combination of hands-on
workshops and readings. We will be recurrently negotiating between the imaginary and concrete,
between goals and the constraints. The series of iterations will converge into a final project that
went through a traceable evolution and visible trade-offs.
At the start, basic acoustic (pitch, resonance, transmission) as well as musical (notes, scales) will
be covered. Then we will move into the different types of acoustic instruments (percussion, string,
wind) functionally, then into attempting to make our own with whatever skills we already have. We
will then experiment with incorporating basic electronics (contact mics, speakers).
The two books we will read and refer to are Bark Hopkin’s Musical Instrument Design, and the
second is Nicolas Collins’ Handmade Electronic Music.
Familiarity with prototyping with material - or a variety of them - is beneficial but not necessary;
whether it’s wood, metal, plastic, clay, electronics or found objects.

Estimated cost of materials: 60$ per student.
Capacity: 10 students.
Freshmen to Graduates

Syllabi
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Hacking the Smart Home
3 Credits

Course Description
Emerging technologies have brought the idea of
smart homes from sci-fi to real life. We can see
all kinds of smart products: floor cleaning robots,
intelligent gateways, smart speakers, smart trash
cans, etc. Societies are fascinated by the smart
future, is it a shallow fixation? What is a smart
object? What needs to be smart? Is smart = hightech? How has the tech industry limited our
imagination and agency over “smart” things?
We will explore these topics to define our
own definitions of smart, and build our own smart
piece. The class will be divided into 3 stages. The
first stage is to learn and understand circuits and
sensors. The skills we will learn include circuits
wiring, soldering, documentation, Arduino
programming, and some basic mechanisms to
realize movement. In the second stage, we will
learn about and discuss D.I.Y. repair or hacking
movements around the world (Jugaad, Gambiarri…)
and exercise critical and speculative design as an
imaginative tool to offer alternatives to the objects,
tools and rituals at home. By the third stage, our
fundamental understanding of electronics and our
reflections on the concept “smart” will allow us to
hack an object or activity from/for the home and
students will have time to work on a final project of
choice.
From this course, we will get comfortable
and confident designing and rapid prototyping with
electronics. We will also get an overview on the
concept of “smart”. Students should have their own
computers for this. The starter kit components are
common and could either be provided in advance,
or listed for students to source from local suppliers,
for remote workshops and individual use.
No previous programming experience is required.
Estimated Materials Cost: $100.00
Studio Elective

Course Goals

The course is for students who want to learn to
work with electronics as designers or as individual
artists for interactive installations. After taking the
class, students should have a technically informed
perspective of how objects can be smart and have
the ability to build quick prototypes for electronics.
The goals of the course include:
•
•
•
•
•

To understand the application of sensors and
circuits
To gain skills in making work-like physical
computing prototypes
To gauge the technological and cost feasibility of
electronics design
To gain the ability to discuss electronics with
engineers or technologists when needed
To engage critically with the technological
landscape around us.

Course Organization
This is a studio course that is both skill and
content centered: there will be multiple workshops
organized around the topic of understanding and
building electronics, as well as readings on larger
topics of relevance . The course is divided into 3
sections: fundamentals of circuits and arduino
prototyping, readings and discussions on the
culture of repair, open-source innovation and the
electronics industry, and the practice of building,
documenting and presenting students’ own hacks.
In-class activities include demonstrations,
presentations, discussions, making, and critique.
Course work involves bi-weekly small projects
that utilize what we learnt in class. Students are
encouraged to help each other.

Course Schedule:
Class time: 1-6pm

Readings “LowTech sensors and
actuators for artists and architects” and
“Major Appliance (Wiki)” and “Consumer
Electronics (Wiki”)
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Part 1: Fundamentals in Circuits
and Arduino

CLASS 4:

CLASS 1:

What is a bit? byte? base 2, base 10, base 16 (hex).
what is resolution, memory, RGB index, PWM.

Course overview. Introducing online tools. Short
student introductions.
Presentation on physical computing.
Circuits demo with multimeter.
battery, LED, resistor.
Motor, button and switch.
Series vs Parallel.
Arduino workshop 1: blinking LED with button.
Arduino workshop 2: servo + delay.
Assignment: watch videos 1 and 2 on electricity and
do reading “Inside The Smart Home”.

CLASS 2:

Discussion on readings.
Instructor presentation on projects with motors.
Introduction to common mechanisms (gears,
springs, hinges, belts).
VIdeo and demo of some sensors using Arduino
(ultrasonic and IR distance sensor, lever arm switch,
light sensor) and the role of serial printing.
workshop: use the ultrasonic input to move the
motor. Show documentation requirements (video,
circuit diagram, photos).
Assignment: design and build a mechanism to flip,
throw, toss, tilt, flip, drop, drag, break, rip or build
something. Watch the “intro to soldering” video.

Discussion on readings.
Online resources: forum, store, community.

Workshop: choose one out of the 4 introduced
sensors to work with and another for the
assignment. (DHT11 Temperature and humidity,
Joystick Module, LED Display, Stepper motor).
Assignment: Creative prototype integrating the
sensor you chose and any other components we’ve
learnt about. Watch video on planned obsolescence
and supply chain.

Part 2: Hacking Movements and
Critical Making
CLASS 5:

Watch student prototypes presentations.
Instructor presentation on creative applications of
some sensors.
in-class activity: break open an appliance and
identify the parts you find in it.
demo of accelerometer, gyroscope, vibration switch.
workshop: making our own sensor: pressure sensor,
touch sensor (capacitive).
Assignment: read excerpt from Cradle to Cradle.
Read one or both: Gambiarra: repair culture, IFixIt
website “Rights To Repair” manifesto and Repair
Guide.

CLASS 3:

CLASS 6:

Workshop: Analog in/out on arduino. Potentiometer
and RGB LED’s.
Assignment: finish and submit documentation.

Individual brainstorming session: map out the
furniture, devices and objects you interact with on a
weekly basis.
Propose three designs that integrate some of the

Watch everyone’s mechanism in class. Introducing
fritzing documentation. soldering demo and
practice; transferring the project to a solderable
board. document with photos and videos in-class.

Discussion on readings.
Instructor presentation on Shanzai, Jugaad,
Gambiarra, Kludge, Bricolage, Rebusque.

sensors and actuators you are familiar with.
Assignment: Read Speculative Everything (page 25
to 32 and 33 to 38) Optional: Hertzian Tales.

CLASS 6:

Discussion on readings. Speculative design tools
workshop: future wheel, the thing from the future.
Sharing ideas in small groups. class meeting to
reflect on the themes. Instructor presentation on
smart objects: both designers’ work (academic/
critical) and commercial examples.
Presentation on ways to story-board and
community deisgn opportunity statements.
Assignment: student presentations about habits at
home or dorm. what objects, events, people, do you
interact with ? digital and physical. work or leisure.
Communicate if you’ve identified opportunities for
design interventions.

Part 3: Hack an object at home
CLASS 7:

student presentations and feedback.
powering the projects: batteries, relay switches,
USB ports, AC/DC converters. transistors/MOSFETs.
sharing online purchasing sites and how to read
spec sheets.
1 on 1 meetings to discuss presentations and next
class assignment direction.
Assignment: choose 2-3 objects, interactiosn or
rituals that you want to hack or create. produces
sketches for proposed hacks.

CLASS 8:

Meet and present in groups of 3 (grouped based on
themes)
Studio work-time: action plan and purchase list.
1 on 1 meetings to discuss purchase list and plans.
Assignment: Create the minimum viable product:
a “works-like” prototype complete with circuit and
code with comments.

CLASS 9:

Works-like demonstrations, sharing problems we
faced and code we used.
Demo: terminal pins, cable management, heat
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shrink, terminal blocks.
Studio work time and 1 on 1 meetings.
Discussing the appearance and possible
ways to present documentation and idea
in the final exhibition.
Assignment: prepare ap resentation /
documentation addressed to the public (“looks like”,
renders, drawings, speculations, storyboards, text)

CLASS 10:

Studio work time: documentation and last-minute
troubleshooting. refining prototype, remake if
needed.
Assignment: submit documentation (images, pdf,
video)

CLASS 11:

In-class final critique.
Discuss exhibition space and reminder for
documentation and elevator pitch.
Assignment: submit all documentation of final
project (circuit, video, text, etc)

CLASS 12:

Final exhibition.

Learning Outcomes and Evaluation
Criteria

Emerging stage: a toolkit to build electronics
prototype (40%)
Wire and solder circuits;
• Ability to utilize sensors in design;
• Circuits documentation;
• Arduino programming;
• Familiarity of online resources;
Developing stage: an understanding of hacking
movement and smart home (20%)
• Gain an understanding of the limits of existing
technology and consumer culture.
• Ability to design interactive objects that utilize
existing technology
Advanced stage: a complete project of home
hacking (40%)
• Concept that reflects critical thinking on smart
products
• Physical prototype that combines skills taught in
class

Participation
Willingness to share and communicate ideas
Getting prepared for in-class discussion
Good project management skill in finishing all
required assignments
Attendance policy
The grade in this course will be evaluated based
on the student’s motivation, participation,
personal growth, assignments, and risktaking. The student is expected to finish
assignments on time. Email to instructors at
least 2 days before class/due if an accident
happens. Absence or late submission without
explanation in advance will cause grade
reductions.

Reading, Material, Resources
Some presentation materials is compiled in this
are.na channel
1 - Usman Haque & Adam Somlai-Fischer.
LowTech Sensors and Actuators for artists and
architects (pages 3 to 6 / page 1, 2 and 3 of
PDF)
2 - Dunne & Raby, Speculative Everything (page
25 - 32) (33 - 38)
3 - Excerpts from Gambiarra: repair culture by
Felipe Fonseca
4 - https://www.ifixit.com/Right-to-Repair/
Repairable-Products
& https://www.ifixit.com/Guide
5 - Cradle to Cradle (pages tbd)
6 - Richard Harper, Inside the Smart Home (2.1
Introduction, 2.2.1, 2.4.4, 2.4.5, 2.4.6)
7 - Optional reading: Reyner Banham, Home
not House
Arduino official site		
https://www.
arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/HomePage?from=Main.
Tutorials

Where to buy: 		
https://www.
sparkfun.com/ & https://www.adafruit.
com/
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Tutorial: Make a flex sensor https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=b7zT94WV-Ek
More technical references (if needed):
Instructables circuits https://www.instructables.
com/circuits/
Book: Getting started with Arduino https://
www.esc19.net/cms/lib/TX01933775/
Centricity/Domain/110/make_
gettingstartedwitharduino_3rdedition.pdf
Book: Arduino by Example
http://web.b.ebscohost.com/ehost/ebookviewer/
ebook/bmxlYmtfXzEwNjUxOTlfX0FO0?sid=f0
cf2d60-f20d-4254-95e7-a7926b8339f0@pdcv-sessmgr04&vid=0&format=EB&lpid=lp_93&
rid=0
Book: The Inevitable: Understanding the 12
Technological Forces That Will Shape Our
Future
https://www.amazon.com/InevitableUnderstanding-Technological-Forces-Future/
dp/B01EB3OR32/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=15
33237188&sr=1-1&keywords=the+inevitable+
kevin+kelly
State machine: https://github.com/j-bellavance/
Tutorials/tree/master/State%20machines%20
Tutorial

Assignment Sample
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Design and build a mechanism
to flip, throw, toss, tilt, flip, drop,
drag, break, rip, build... (Online)

Brief:

In this project, we will try to build a mechanism using Arduino, motors, and materials of
your choice. You can build a robot of any shape and any structure. You are encouraged to
use any cheap material that you can find, as long as it remains structurally sound during the
functioning of your mechanism.

Testing

Since we cannot meet in person, we have to rely on documentation as the test. Make sure there
is a continuous shot of the mechanism in action, feel free to add ‘making-of’ or close up shots
in addition to that.Using a sensor is optional, but if you do, make sure it is documented too.
Tip: don’t tackle complexity in one go, get the essential function working first, before adding
the sensor.

Considerations

How many motors to use for the desired actions,
The strength of the motors,
How to connect the motor with the structure,
If some part of the mechanism gets damaged, is it easy for you to fix/replace it? (this is where
super-glue or a glue gun can be problematic).

Assessment

This is the first stepping stone to a bigger electronics project so a well-designed mechanism
that can work is sufficient. Share mistakes and reflections
Sufficient documentation (30 to 60s video, enough photos / diagrams to allow someone
else to remake it without confusion / assumptions). A good circuit diagram reflects a good
understanding of the circuit, and vice versa!

Tips: Test each component separately (circuit + code) before trying to combine them all. Test assumptions as you
go, one by one.
To test motor: test turning it on and off, test different speeds, get comfortable with how the code functions.
To test a sensor: once the circuit is built and code is ready, make sure to check the serial monitor. The portion
of the code containing Serial.println(***) sends whatever is in the bracket to the serial monitor. Note that void
setup() needs Serial.begin(9600) in it.
To test both: combine the codes carefully in a new sketch, combine the circuits too. Find a way to connect the
input of the sensor to the output of the motor.

Inventive Musical Instruments
3 Credits

Course Description:

Music has expanded into more genres and
subgenres than ever before. This evolution is
the product of a partnership between artistic
exploration and new technologies. The goal of
this class is to explore, through experimentation,
ways of making musical/sonic objects, instruments,
sculptures that propose new ways of experiencing
or exploring musical expression. Musical
instruments evolved slowly over the centuries
in many localities around the world, mutating as
they travelled through time and space, In the 21st
century, there are more tools for designers and
makers than ever; from conventional wood working
to 3D printing.
Music is a vast area, but we will approach
the essentials with a combination of hands-on
workshops and readings. We will be recurrently
negotiating between the imaginary and concrete,
between goals and the constraints. The series of
iterations will converge into a final project that went
through a traceable evolution and visible trade-offs.
At the start, basic acoustic (pitch, resonance,
transmission) as well as musical (notes, scales) will
be covered. Then we will move into the different
types of acoustic instruments (percussion, string,
wind) functionally, then into attempting to make
our own with whatever skills we already have. We
will then experiment with incorporating basic
electronics (contact mics, speakers). The two books
we will read and refer to are Bark Hopkin’s Musical
Instrument Design, and the second is Nicolas
Collins’ Handmade Electronic Music.
Familiarity with prototyping with material or a variety of them - is beneficial but not necessary;
whether it’s wood, metal, plastic, clay, electronics or
found objects.
Estimated cost of materials: 60$ per student.
Capacity: 10 students.
Freshmen to Graduates
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Goals:

Imagining ways of playing and performing that have
not yet been explored
Conceiving of intentional social, cultural and
technological contexts that surround our work.
Recognizing that with music, the medium
(instruments) heavily informs the message (music).
Creative engagement with the technical practice of
instrument making
Considering the impact of cross-sensory aesthetics;
kinesthetic, visual (material, color and form).

Schedule:
CLASS 1:

Course overview and student introductions.
Instructor presentation: Sound and vibration as
physical phenomena, what FFT means and why it
helps. Music notes and scales. Voltage as power vs
signal (the ability to record sounds). Demo of sound
editing on Audacity. Introduction to best recording
practices (microphone distance, direction, etc).
Assignment: Record three to five interesting
sounds/series of sounds that may or may not be
musical in the conventional sense. Edit them
together into a mp3 file that is between 6 and 30
seconds long).

CLASS 2:

Listen to our submissions. Instructor presentation
on soundscapes and field recording as a practice.
Video and music in-class activity: each student is
given a musical piece and will try to describe the
sound or the instrument.
Instructor presentation on the various instruments
in those tracks and their histories and functional
categorization of instruments (wind, string,
percussion, etc).
In class: Frankenstein an instrument (draw or
model in 2D or/and 3D) that makes use or mimics at
least one sound from the compiled sound-scape.
Assignment: complete the frankstein instrument,
read chapter 1 and 2 from musical instrument
design.

CLASS 3:

Class sharing: show and describe your instrument,
where and when is it played, by who, for who, how?
in-class activity: Create a taxonomy of movements
used by humans (instruments, sports, cooking, etc)
and share in a group of 3.
Instructor presentation on interesting
performances and artistic projects.
individual activity: categorize instruments not in
terms of their sound but in terms of how they are
held and played.
Assignment: List 8 activities that rely on
engaging the human body, make doodles of a
figure performing 4 out of 8 of those gestures for
illustrative purposes.

CLASS 4:

Instructor presentation on superposition,
Harmonics,and timbre. Watch explanatory videos.
The effect of ASDR - attack, sustain, decay or
release - on the instrument. In-class activity: guess
the instrument (with no attack, altered decay)
Rhythmic and percussive ways of playing
instruments: tremolo, rhythms, syncopation, meter.
(If possible) Visit to woodshop, metalshop,
fabrication space.
Assignment: Reading from Music Instrument
Design about pitch control for all instruments
(strings, wind, idiophones)
+ sketch two or three instruments, inspired by
your frankenstein instruments, that are each able
to cover a range of sound (in pitch or timbre) and
are gesturally engaging. If possible, consider how
they might be built.

CLASS 5

Instructor presentation: music ensembles from
around the world, how to pair timbres and
percussion (listening to music).
class trip: to thrift/antique store (eg savers) to buy
interesting found objects (2-5, depending on size)
that can be put together to form an instrument.
Studio activity: exchange 1 or 2 of your objects with
others. Think of ways to combine found objects to
make feasible instruments and photograph them
(documentation). Consider how the composition
of objects in space affects the musician/player’s
interaction and ergonomics.
Assignment: Read chapter from handmade
electronic music on piezo and mics.

CLASS 6
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Microphones and speakers workshop:
make a piezo and a speaker and read chapters from
handmade electronic music.
1hr activity: Recording with the piezo and
documenting the instrument. Walk around campus
or the city and listen/record sounds from your new
piezo mic.
Studio/computer lab activity: Audio editing (gain,
equalizing, noise reduction) in class.
Assignment: Read chapter from Musical
Instrument Design about radiation, transmission,
attenuation/damping.

CLASS 7

Instructor presentation: Sound as energy:
insulation, attenuation/damping, radiation,
transmission, speed of sound.
In-studio work time: finalizing the instrument
builds and documenting.
Instructor presentation on World music, polyphonic
tones, alternative music notation.
Assign documentation due date (next week) for
the found-object instruments. Brief introduction
to final project: thought catalyst.

CLASS 8:

Overview of what we covered so far. Work-flow
diagrams. Browse artistic works that cover sound
art and new instruments. Intro to MIDI as a concept.
Discussion and listening to genres and subgenres
of music and artists that use unusual or custom
instruments.
Final project assigned, with prompts: Begin
brainstorming ideas for next week: assignment is
to bring two to four ideas (sketches, mockups or
renders) to discuss in class.

CLASS 9

Sharing plans with each other in a group and
considering the possibility of joint performance
or jam. Studio work time: Project management.
fleshing out the design, material to buy, sequence of
build, timeline and milestones.
Assignment: Draft of description and vision.

CLASS 10:

Works like vs Looks like: the possible need to
separate the two.

Studio work-day: writing a backwards plan
and allocating time and resources. Instruction
presentation on the role of project management,
documentation, communication, evidence for
portfolios and the general public.

CLASS 11:

Discussions on how to work on documentation, how
to write about our work, photos with good lighting,
editing photos and videos. Demo of Adobe Premiere
features (both video and audio).

CLASS 12:

Final critique - Documentation due beforehand
separate the two.
Studio work-day: writing a backwards plan and
allocating time and resources. Begin necessary
purchases or building.

Learning outcomes:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Demonstrate an understanding of the
terminology to characterise and describe
sounds and music. (20%)
Understanding principles of vibration in
physical objects: resonance, modes of vibration,
damping/decay, transmission and radiation.
(15%)
Distinguish between types of instruments from
around the world and their evolution. (10%)
Examine the relationship between the
magnitude of forces and tensions experienced
by an object, and the structural requirements
(sensitivity to material, form and joints). (10%)
Employ working principles of microphones and
speakers for amplification and recording. (15%)
Final portfolio documentation: demonstrating
design and project management skills.
Conceptualization, research, discussion,
iteration, time-management and
documentation. (30%)

Critique Statement and methods:
A critique is a chance to support and challenge each
other. It is a chance to get new set of eyes to look
at something we are too familiar with. Be kind and
also be critical, mention what works, what you like,
what can be improved, potential directions. Also
what fails to have the intended effect, what might
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be problematic, etc. Be mindful of how
much time you are taking to comment,
as others may also want a space to
respond. If you are being critiqued,
also be mindful of how much of the crit
time is you presenting or responding, versus getting
feedback.
Our crits may range from small group crits - 3
people to full class. Usually one person presents for
5 to 10minutes, the rest comment and discuss for
10.
A silent crit might be used for some presentations.
In this crit method, you are not allowed to respond
or introduce your work. This means the work will
be judged for what it communicates through form
and function. This will help you observe how people
interpret the instrument in real time, possibly
see perspectives that you missed. Having people
misunderstand the work is not necessarily a bad
outcome, because firstly it allows you to adjust
the work, but also inform how you might wish to
present it in a non-silent crit.

Readings and Videos/Media:
Bart Hopkin, Musical Instrument Design. http://
barthopkin.com/books-cds/
Nicolas Collins, Handmade Electronic Music. https://
www.nicolascollins.com/handmade.htm
Explorable Explanations: Waveforms. https://pudding.
cool/2018/02/waveforms/
Audacity basics tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8ClwSNm362E
my are.na channel for music instruments and ways
of performing (75 total links): https://www.are.na/
majed-bou-ghanem/new-musical-instruments-waysof-making-sounds
http://barthopkin.com/instrumentarium/

Feedback forms:
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Day 1 form (not anonymous):
1 - Is there a particular kind / genre of music that you like? Artists / bands?

2 - How would you describe your familiarity/comfort level with the below:
How sound works:

Music composition / notation:

What different instruments sound like:

Audio editing:

3 - Are there any specific media (wood, plastic, metal, found objects) you intend to rely on / potentially
use? Are there any making skills that you have / would like to learn?

4- Do you have any imagined outcome from this course? Any ideas about the instrument (or features
of) you imagine you would build? (this might change many times over the course of the semester, or
might not change at all - there’s no expectation of commitment to this idea in any way)

5 - anything else you would like me to know? (I am not sharing this information with the rest of the
class)
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Midterm feedback:
1 - Are there any activities or parts of this class that you felt were too fast? Too slow?

2 - Are there parts of this class you didn’t find relevant or inspiring?

3 - Would you want to have specific making-skills covered in this class?

4 - What do you think about the balance between hands-on and theoretical skills? Do you have
preferences and why?

5 - Would you recommend this class to a friend? Why / why not. What are some ways to improve it?

Grading
Rubric
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Name

Final Project and overall class performance
Three rough categories I will consider when grading.
Each student and project is unique. There is always a
consideration of how you and your ideas have evolved
over the course of the class. The comments and critique
is sometimes far more valuable than the number.

Sketch of your project

Technical

Concept &

Presentation &

Outcome

Context

Documentation

Demonstrates appropriate
level of technical
complexity. Challenges or
exceeds previous personal
abilities, synthesizes
disparate technical setups
or processes. Ideally
pushes the boundaries of
what’s been done, or how.

Journey and process of
concept and context
development: materials,
performative qualities,
target group. eg reflects an
intentional socio-cultural,
poltical, economic or
environmental role.

Degree of Completion. How
well produced, documented
and presented the final
outcome is. Coherence and
clarity in how project is
communicated. Details are
appreciated here.

for each category, a score of 1 is sufficient, 2 is good, 3 is advanced.

